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RADIOTOXICITY OF INTRACELLULAR IODINE-125 IN MAMMALIAN CELLS:

EFFECTS ON THE SURVIVAL CURVE

b. y

Eileen W. Prince and S. J. Adelstein
Department of Radiology
Harvard Medical School
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Although sophisticated micro-dosimetric determinati6ns are available

based on. physical measurements and theoretical calculationsl, the radiation

hazards attendant to the employment of isotopes emitting electrons of low

energy (less than 25 kev) continue  to be problematical.  We have set out

to study the toxicity of intracellularly deposited radionuclides which emit

these low energy electrons with the hope of developing radiobiological

test systems in mammalian cells to check the micro-dosimetry of these radio-

nuclides currently being used in nuclear medicine.  Since the electrons of

interest have a range of subcellular dimensions with a high specific ionization,

their concentration in particularly radiosensitive biological structures, such

as the DNA of dividing cells, could provide a hazard in excess of that estimated

from conventional dosimetry alone.
--.-

The most extreme example of such an electron-emitting radionuclide in

common medical use is iodine-125. Iodine-125 decays by electron capture with

a resulting cascade of Auger and conversion electrons. - Twenty-one  of -t-he

62 kev energy released per disintegration are carried away by these low energy

2
electrons , which fall into two classes: 1) 24-32 kev with a range of 12-21

microns and dissipating Il kev per· disintegration, aird 2) 0.8-3.2 kev with
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a range of 0.06-0.44 microns and dissipating 10 kev per disintegration.

125The incorporation of I into DNA would be expected to result in

extensive destruction of the genetic apparatus. This has recently been

3
well documented in bacteria and phage . In this document we report on

the effects of 125I incorporated into DNA as iododeoxyuridine on the

survival of mammalian cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two cell lines have been selected for these investigations: Chang

liver cells (LICH), originally isolated from normal human liver at the

Harvard School of Public Health, and Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO),

obtained from Dr. David Baltimore at MIT. Both cell lines were grown in

monolayer at 370C in 75 cm2 plastic flasks (Falcon) utilizing a modified

Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium with Earle's Balanced Salts (Microbiological

Associates) and supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated calf serum in the case

of the LICH cells, and 15% fetal calf serum for the CHO line. Both cell lines

have been checked routinely for the presence of bacteria as well as mycoplama,

and have been found to be free of contamination during the investigation.

Experimental methods employed in obtaining survival curves have been

4
described elsewhere . In  obtaining  the X-ray survival curve, ·cells  were

plated in 25 cm2 plastic flasks 24 hours prior.to exposure to 250 Kvp X-rays

(1 mm Al filtration) at a dose rate of 8OR/minute.  In obtaining the dose

survival curves for I-labeled iododeoxyuridine (IUdR), the cells were also125

dispersed and plated 24 hours prior to the addition of IUdR; the cells were

exposed to the radioactive IUdR for one doubling time.

4
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Iodine-125-labeled IUdR was obtained from New England Nuclear, Boston,

Massachusetts with a specific activity of 25 Ci/mM or from Schwarz-Mann,

Orangeburg, New York with specific activities varying from 26-30 Ci/mM.

Iodine-125 as NaI, used in determining the toxicity of the extracellularly

deposited isotope, was obtained, carrier-free, from New England Nuclear,

Boston, Massachusetts. Unlabeled IudR, used to determine the chemical

toxicity of the compound was obtained from Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis,

Missouri.

The cells were exposed to various concentrations of the I labeled125

IUdR in 75 cm2 plastic flasks for biochemical studies on cover slips in

Leighton tubes for radioautography.  A modified Schmidt-Thannhauser procedure5

was used to separate the acid soluble and acid insoluble cell fractions.

Samples of each fraction were dissolved in Aquasol (New England Nuclear, Bost6n,

Massachusetts) and counted in a liquid scintillation counter.  The cover slips

from the Leighton tubes were fixed in Bouin's solution, dipped in either Kodak

NTB or NTB-2 emulsion diluted 1:2 with distilled water, and stained after

development with Harris' acid hematoxylin and eosin.

RESULTS

X-Ray Sur9ival Curves

The X-ray survival curves obtained in our laboratory for the LICH and CHO

cells resemble those found by other investigators4.  Figure 1 shows the results

of a typical dose-response experiment with the LICH cells, while Figure 2 shows

the results of a similar experiment using the CHO line.

The plating efficiency (P.E.) for the LICH cells was 63.5% with a DQ of

170 rads and an extrapolation number (n) of 3.4.  For the CHO line the P.E. was

4
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64.5%, Do 130 rads, and n = 3.7.

Toxicity of 125I-iodide

Having obtained X-ray survival curves for both lines, the effect of

extracellularly deposited 125I was determined using 125I-labeled NaI.  The

results of an experiment in which the cells were exposed continuously to

Na I are shown in Table I. These findings indicate that levels up to125

125               -10B Ci/ml did not affect the plating efficiency in either line.  At    I

concentrations of low Ci/ml the dose rate is approximately.0.5 rad/hr; if

the electrons below 4 kev are neglected the dose to the nuclei of cells is

0.3 rad/hr.

Doubling Time of LICH and CHO Cells

In order to label all cells of the asynchronous cultures it was necessary

to determine the cell doubling time.  This was done by trypsinization at

intervals after plating and cell counting. Results are shown in Figure 3.

The doubling time for LICH is 25 hrs and for CHO is 13 hrs.

Both cell strains were exposed to Iododeoxyuridine-5- I (0.25U Ci/ml,125

Sp. Act. 25 Ci/mmole) for one doubling time and the labeling indices

determined from radioautographs. For LICH cells a minimum 94.6% of the cells

were labeled and for CHO cells at least 98.3% of the cells were labeled.

Toxicity of Unlabeled IUdR

The effect of cold iododeoxyuridine on the colony forming ability of the

two cell lines was investigated. Continuous exposure of the cells to concen-

trations of IUdR above 10-7M proved to be toxic to both lines.  However,

exposure of the cells to 10-6M IUdR for 1 doubling time did not influence the

colony forming ability of either line. Examples of both types of experiments

"j
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are shown in Table II.

X-Ray Survival of IUdR-labeled Cells

In order to determine if IUdR incorporation into DNA would affect the

X-ray survival curves at the concentrations employed in later experiments,

CHO cells were exposed to 10-8M IUdR 24 hdurs prior to irradiation, during

the irradiation, and continuously throughout the incubation period.  The

results of this experiment are shown graphically in Figures 4A and 4B.

Figure 4A represents a control experiment in which the CHO cells were plated

and irradiated simultaneously with the CHO cells exposed to the IUdR contain-

ing media (Figure 4B).  Examination of these curves shows that the X-ray

survival is not altered by 10-SM IUdR, a concentration which does not influence

the plating efficiency of the cells.                        -

Toxicity of 125I-labeled IUdR

When LICH cells were exposed continuously to I-labeled IUdR,concentra-
125

tions above 10-1OM (2.6 x 10-3U Ci/ml) completely inhibited colony formation

(Table III).  For CHO cells continuous exposure with concentrations above

10-11M (2.2 x 10-40 Ci/ml) completely inhibited colony formation.  Exposure

of LICH cells to 10-1OM IUdR and of CHO cells to 10-11 and 10-12M IUdR

significantly reduced the number of survivors.

Figure 5 shows the dose response curve for two experiments with the

LICH cells exposed to various concentrations of I-labeled IUdR for one125

doubling time.  The survival curve appears to have no shoulder with a D37

of 0.5 x 10-9M IUdR.

Intracellular Distribution and Content of 125I-Labeled IUdR

When the CHO and LICH cells were exposed to 10-BM 125IUdR for 24 hours

and the intracellular localization of the 125I determined, about 40x more
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activity was found in the DNA fraction of the LICH cells than in the other

fractions combined, and about 25x more in the CHO cells. (see Table IV).

The radioactivity in the fractions other than DNA, especially RNA, may be

due in part to contamination with small quantities of DNA.  In any event,

the overwhelming majority of the radioactivity is clearly associated with

DNA. In subsequent experiments it was therefore assumed that total cell

radioactivity was due to IUdR incorporated into DNA.

To determine the average radioactivity incorporated per cell under the

conditions employed for obtaining the dose-survival shown in Figure 5, LICH

125cells were exposed to varying concentrations of IUdR for one doubline time.

After washing 2x with non-radioactive salt solutions to remove all external

radioactivity, the cells were collected and solubilized in Protosol (New

England Nuclear).  The total radioactivity was determined and the counting

125efficiency calculated using an internal standard from a calibrated    I

solution. The following values of incorporated activity were obtained.

10-1OM 125IUdR - 0.21 x 10-9u Ci/cell

10- M 125IUdr - 3.42 x 10-9u Ci/cell9

5 x 10 M IUdR - 18.1 x 10-9U Ci/cell
-9  125

DISCUSSION

It is clear that cultured mammalian cells are exquisitely sensitive

to iodine-125 decay when the radionuclide is incorporated into DNA.  This is

seen both with LICH and CHO cells, lines that differ markedly in their origins

and growth characteristics.  That the senkitivity is not due to the 125I

concentration present in the medium is clearly demonstrated by comparing

Table I and Table III. With continuous exposure, the LICH cells are unaffected

1 1
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by a concentration of iodide (in u Ci/ml) 400 times greater than that

resulting in 20% survivors with IUdR; the CHO cells are unaffected by125

an iodide concentration 400,000 times greater than that resulting in 70%

survivors with the labeled nucleoside. (The difference in the MLD IUdR

concentrations between LICH and CHO cells is probably not due to any

inherent difference in radiosensitivity. Inspection of radioautographs

after exposure to the same concentration of IUdR for one doubling time125

shows considerably more grains over the CHO than LICH cells.  The source

and measure of the differences will undoubtedly emerge when the dose-

survival curve and radioactive content are measured for the CHO cells.)

125
Nor is the response of the cells to IudR due to synergism between

radiation and the radiosensitizing action of iododeoxyuridines6.  Figures

4A and 4B demonstrate that the X-ray survival curve is unchanged when CHO

cells are exposed to unlabeled IUdR in a molar concentration well in excess

of that resulting in lethality with the radioactive nucleoside.

The true form of the dose-response curve for 125IUdR (Figure.5).is

problematical. From inspection of the radioautographs it is clear that the

cells are not uniformly labeled (the degree of non-uniformity will emerge

from grain-counting studies).  The shallow slope of the tail could certainly

be due to unlabeled or lightly-labeled cells. It is clear that the labeling

index of 95% markedly underestimates the fraction of labeled cells (the

survival fraction at the highest 125IUdR concentration employed is 3x10-3),

even so, correcting the initial slope of the curve for 5% unlabeled cells

changes the 037 insignificantly, 5x10-1OM to 4.5x10-1OM.

An attempt to measure the rad equivalents of the IUdR and X-ray125

toxicity can be attempted from the MLD of the IudR and its concentration125
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in LICH cells estimated from the preliminary analyses found in the last

section under RESULTS.

The D concentration of IUdR for LICH cells is 5x10-1OM. ·This125
37

results in a cellular uptake of 1.8x10-9u Ci/nucleus for the specific activity

employed. The LICH cell has a nucleus 12 microns in diameter. From the data

of Lewitus, et al., dose to 6 sphere 12 microns in diameter should be about

14 kev/decay.  For a concentration of 1.8x10- w Ci/nucleus this amounts to a

dose rate of about 85 kev/day per nucleus.  Assuming a uniform distribution of

dose (an assumption that is probably not justified) the rad-equivalent dose is

about 1.5 rad per day. Realizing that the dose is halved with each cell division

no nucleus can receive more than 3 rads total dose. Comparison of this figure

with the Do for X-rays (150 rads) emphasizes the degree of toxicity associated

with the intranuclear decay of iodine-125.

Krisch  has discussed the alternative mechanisms by which IUdR incorpora-
125

ted into the DNA of bacteria and phage causes lethal damage.  On the bulk of

the eivdence he concludes that as a consequence of the Auger cascades, I decay
125

in DNA causes direct physical disruption of the integrity of both strands of the

DNA molecule with high efficiency and that such double-strand breaks are lethal

events unless repaired.  The low rad equivalent MLD obtained in our experiments

with mammalian cells is consistent with this hypothesis, but more direct

evidence is needed..

SUMMARY

1)  Reproducible X-ray survival curves have been obtained for both LICH

and CHO cell lines.

2)  Continuous exposure of extracellular iodine-125 as sodium iodide

#
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with levels up to 10u Ci/ml did not affect the plating efficiency of either

cell line.

3)  Continuous exposure of cells from either line to unlabeled IUdR in

concentrations above 10-7M proved to be toxic.

4)  Exposure of either CHO or LICH cells to 10-6M unlabeled IUdR for one

doubling time did not influence the plating efficiency.

5)  Pre-irradiation exposure of the CHO cells to non-toxic levels of IUdR

for one doubling time did not alter the X-ray survival curve.

6)  Continuous exposure of I-labeled IUdR in concentrations above 10-1OM125

completely inhibited colony formation in the LICH cells; colony formation in the

CHO line was completely inhibited with concentrations above 10-11M.  Lower

concentrations significantly reduced the number of survivors in both lines.

125
7) Using IUdR as a label with an exposure of one doubling time, the

CHO cells had a minimum labeling index of 98.3% and the LICH cells had a minimum

labeling index of 94.6%.

1258)  Exposure of the LICH cells to varying concentrations of IUdR for one

doubling time resulted in a dose response curve with a D  of 5x10-loM  125IUdR.

9)  The average radioactivity incorporated/LICH cell appears to be linear

with dose over the range 10-10 to 5x10-9M.  The MLD rate for 5x10-1OM 125IUdR is

approximately 85 kev/day per nucleus prior to the first division.  The rad

equivalent dose is approximately 1.5 to 3 rads as compared to the Do of 150 rads

for X-ray survival.
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125TABLE I. The Effect of Continuous Exposure to I-Labeled NaI

on the Colony Forming Ability of LICH and CHO Cells*.

Colonies/Flask
Cell Line Conc. Na125I x +. 1. S.E.

LICH                       0                          150 + 5.79
1 UCi/ml 139 + 5.51
5 UCi/ml 151 +20.57

10 uCi/ml 149 i 2.73

CHO                        0                          106 + 5.69
1 uci/ml 111 + 3.79
5 UCi/ml 106 i 1.00

10 UCi/ml 113 i 5.41

* Each flask was initially plated with 200 cells
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TABLE II.  The Toxicity of Unlabeled Iododeoxyuridine in LICH and CHO

Cells Determined by Colony Forming Ability*.

Colonies/Flask
Cell Line Exposure Time Conc. IUdR x + 1 S.E.

LICH                                     0               200 + 3.76

continuous 10-8M 195 + 3.39
continuous 10-7M 200 i 12.46
continuous 10-6M 141 + 8.97
continuous 10-5M no growth
continuous 10-4M no growth
continuous 10-3M no growth

1 doubling time 10-6M 199 + 14.35

CHO 106 + 11.190

continuous 10-BM 104 +  5.67

continuous 10-7M 115 t  1.16
continuous 10-6M 49 + .58

continuous 10-5M no growth
continuous 10-4M no growth
continuous 10-3M .no growth

1 doubling time 10-6M 105 + 6.67

* Each flask was initially plated with 200 cells.                        -

L                                                                                                                                            ·
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125
TABLE III. The Effect of Continuous Exposure of    I-Labeled

Iododeoxyuridine on CHO and LICH Cells *

Colonies/Flask
Cell Line Conc. IUdR UCi/ml x + 1 S.E.

LICH                 0                 0          200 f 13.55
10-12M 2.6x10-5 186 +  9.30
10-11M 2.6x10-4 190 i 12.93
10-1OM 2.6x10-3 40 + 5.70
10-9 M 2.6x10-2 no growth
10-8 M 2.6x10-1 no growth
10-7 M 2.6 no growth

CHO                  0                 0           96 +  1.53
10-12M 67 i 9.952.2x10-5
10-11M 2.2x10-4 1 i .89
10-1OM 2.2x10-3 no growth            -
10-9 M 2.2x10-2 no growth
10-8 M 2.2x10-1 no growth
10-7 M 2.2 .no growth

* Each flask was initially plated with 200 cells

- I.
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TABLE IV. Intracellular Localization of I-Labeled Iododeoxyuridine125

Utilizing a Modified Schmidt-Thannhauser Procedure *

Fraction Cell Line CPM

Acid Soluble LICH 828
CHO 3386

Lipid LICH 76
CHO 124

RNA LICH 7',150
CHO 13,970

DNA LICH 358,000
CHO 407,000 -

* Monolayer cultures were exposed to 10-8M IUdR for 24 hours.  This represents

1 doubling time for the LICH cells and 2 doubling times for the CHO cells.

6The initial concentration of cells was 14x10 cells for the·CHO line and

20x106 for the LICH line.  After the 24 hour exposure to IUdR, the cells

were grown in fresh media containing no IudR for 24 hours.  They were then

washed 2x with calcium free salts, trypsinized, resuspended in calcium

free salts for counting, and the DNA extraction procedure carried out.

-.
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Figure 1. X-ray survival curve for Chang liver cells.
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